
WRITING CHINESE ON COMPUTER

computer. Learning Chinese? You need to learn how to type pinyin on your '1' on my keyboard and the characters
'ä½ å¥½' will then appear where you're typing.

Contratry to what a lot of peopel think, Chinese don't use a Chinese keyboard. How do I type Chinese on
Windows? They use the IME input method editor to type Chinese. A typical keyboard layout for the Cangjie
method, which is based on United States keyboard layout Chu Bong-Foo invented a common input method in
with his Cangjie input method , which assigns different "roots" to each key on a standard computer keyboard.
But in the following new settings panels, handwriting and speech are available separately. Shuangpin[ edit ]
The Microsoft pinyin shuangpin scheme. The pinyin method can be learned rapidly but its maximum input
rate is limited. Various Chinese dialects complicate the system. Modern systems, such as Sogou Pinyin and
Google Pinyin , predict the desired characters based on context and user preferences. How do I type Chinese
on a English keyboard? In most Shuangpin layout schemes such as Xiaohe, Microsoft and Ziranma, the most
frequently used vowels are placed on the middle layer, reducing the risk of repetitive strain injury. It is
extremely useful when you are on a public computer which you don't have the adiminstrator rights. As of
Windows 10, you do not need to download display languages - "language packs" - unless you want to change
the Windows Start menu and other system feaures into another language. Most users report a typing speed of
fifty characters per minute, though some reach over one hundred per minute. How do Chinese type? Other
methods include handwriting recognition , OCR and voice recognition. While the phonetic system is easy to
learn, choosing appropriate Chinese characters slows typing speed. Due to these complexities, there is no
"standard" method. The Wubi takes longer to learn, but expert typists can enter text much more rapidly with it
than with phonetic methods. How do I type Chinese on Mac? During the early computer era, Chinese
characters were categorized by their radicals or Pinyin romanization, but results were less than satisfactory.
You've got questionsâ€”we've got answers. History[ edit ] An early experimental Chinese keyboard with many
keys was developed by researchers of National Chiao Tung University in Taiwan, but it never became
mainstream. Despite its steeper learning curve, this method remains popular in Chinese communities that use
traditional Chinese characters , such as Hong Kong and Taiwan ; the method allows very precise input, thus
allowing users to type more efficiently and quickly, provided they are familiar with the fairly complicated
rules of the method. Again, in the global Windows release, display language packs are available only in the
Hong Kong, PRC, and Singapore regions, but if you chose Taiwan or Macau during language setup you'll only
see the download buttons for handwriting and speech. All methods have their strengths and weaknesses. You
can use PinYin to type Chinese Characters on a computer. In Windows 8 and earlier versions, Chinese
handwriting was bundled with the language pack downloads, even though language packs have actually never
been required to make Chinese handwriting work - or Chinese typing or reading for that matter. Chinese input
methods predate the computer. Chinese government agencies entered characters using a long, complicated list
of Chinese telegraph codes , which assigned different numbers to each character. The system includes four
diacritics denoting tones. These are separate downloads in Windows 10 The following instructions assume
you have already set up at least one Chinese language and keyboard, as described on the input methods setup
page. What does a Chinese Keyboard look like? If you are using the classic desktop language bar , I suggest
that in this situation you use the Start menu Settings path described in the previous paragraph.


